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X. Introduction
Estes1 supplies us with an exact derivation of the Schrddinger equation 
of nuclear motion on a bound-state potential. Directing his attention
to an exact solution of the Scnrbdlnger equation of a vlbrating-rotating 
polyatomic molecule he employs the variational method as opposed to a 
perturbational approach. This method has been used in molecular 
electronic structure calculations extensively with great success. The 
resulting vibrational-rotational wavefunction is expanded as a linear 
combination of functions . Here the variational technique is used to 
calculate the vibrational-rotational energy levels, E, and corresponding 
eigenvectors, a, by solution of the eigenvalue problem
H a = E a. (1)si — •*
Traditionally the potential within the Hamiltonian - as exemplified by 
Estes with the exact Hamiltonian for 00^ - is given as an expansion of 
the 'ib/ational coordinates. With this expansion in mind, we now want 
to fit a potential surface.
The objective of the following work was to develop an understanding of 
the fitting process and the factors which influence it in a given 
system. The systems of specific interest to us are C0^, He-H-He* and 
HCN. Both the symmetric and asymmetric triatomics will be treated in 
the same general manner. The constraints defining an acceptable fit, on 
the other hand, will be considered separately for the symmetric 
triatomlcs as opposed to the asymmetric triatomlc. An explanation of
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theoretical considerations pertinent to the fitting procedure will he 
elaborated after an initial view of the fitting procedure* This allows 
exposure to the information that revealed mistakes in the original 
assumptions and development of potential surface fitting. The fitting
procedure will then be thoroughly reviewed to alleviate these problems 
and the method shall be refined*
IX* The Development of A Fitting Procedure mid its Application to Symmetric 
Triatomic Systems
Our attention is now focused on the procedure for fitting a potential 
surface. The potential will be examined through its normal mode 
expansion in the form
Once we find an acceptable potential fit, the information can be used to 
determine the vibrational-rotational wavefunctions of the system. These 
wavefunctions are necessary for obtaining average molecular properties, 
line shape intensities and for quantum mechanical scattering 
caluclations.
Wow the important question to investigate is what information do we need 
to verify that an acceptable fit of the potential surface has been 
developed. The first area we will examine is where we have points of
the potential surface from previous calculations, A measure of how well 
the expansion describes a surface which contains these points is 
necessary. These points define the area for the vibrational-rotational 
wavefunctions of interest. The other area we need to examine is 
everywhere outside the vicinity of the calculated points. Here we need 
to outline how a potential surface of an acceptable fit is expected to 
behave. At this point we can set guidelines for determining if a fit is 
acceptable or not. These measures or guidelines are the working basis 
for m  investigation of potential surfaces.
(2 )
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The points employed in each given system describe the potential well
from the equilibrium minimum through the first few vibrational energy
levels* A residual is the tool used to examine the fit In this area.
The residual is the sum of the squares of the residuals of each data
point to the potential surface as calculated by least-squares. The
smaller the residual the more accurately the expansion reproduces a
surface that contains the data points. A zero residual value is not
expected - a zero residual implies the expansion represents the points
perfectly. Convention dictates that the potential of any of the points
and the corresponding point on the surface must agree through the third
digit. For the systems we are examining the thrid digit is the third
decimal place, the thousandths digit. This tells us that the residual
-7of the surface must be of the order of 10 or lower. (Mote* The 
surface residual is a sanation of squares of the point residuals.) The 
rule of thumb for residuals iss The lower, the better the fit and it 
must be lower than 10* to indicate an acceotable fit in the vicinity of 
the points.
The calculation of the residual and the interpretation of its value is a 
straightforward and efficient tool for evaluating the potential surface 
in the area of the data points. The analysis of the surface outside 
that portion of the potential well is considerably more involved and 
difficult. We do not want to expand the number of calculated data 
points. With no data points in this area an alternate method for 
evaluating the behavior of the surface i. necessary. For our purpose we 
define good surface behavior as a surface 4 -.at remains above a certain 
energy level in every direction from the well minimum. If the surface
Idoes return to energy levels below this defined energy level (this 
energy level Is case specific) problems will develop when the 
vibrational-rotational wavefunctions are being investigated. To verify 
that a fit has good surface behavior, we will use two methods. The 
first is most useful as a quick-check method. The functions employed in 
the potential expansion are taken to infinity and used to calculate the 
potential on each normal mode axis and combination of axis. The surface 
fit cannot be considered acceptable unless these values are greater than 
the highest potential value in the area of interest (the portion of the 
well in which the wavefunetions will be investigated). The second
method, plotting, employs visual inspection of vhe surface behavior. 
Plotting can investigate the rull surface. A potential surface fit may 
be judged acceptable or unacceptable after its evaluation through the 
three methods discussed: 1) residual; 2 ) value at infinity; and 3)
plotting.
These fitting guidelines must be examined with each specific system that
will be investigated. The symmetric triatomic systems we are
interested in are CO^ and He-H-He+. The set of data points used in our
2investigation were developed by Dykstra . The difference in potential, 
from the highest calculated point to the well minimum, for the CO^ data 
set is 0.023 Hartrees. For the He-H-He* data set, the difference in
potential is 0.16 Hartrees. In review m  acceptable fit for 00^ must 
have a residual no greater than U)* and the plot of the surface 
on i y cross the relative potential of ov.v>^  ^rtrees m  every
direction from the equilibrium potential. The ions of
acceptability are the same for He-H-He* except that the relative 
potential is 0.16 Hartre® instead of 0*023 the actual
potential fits developed were checked only wiHt tbhir residual and
potential at infinity values. The necessary plotting v«rlficat4^l was
lift to tm develops after Ml fitting of §§Ci was ptrftiliif. tfciii til 
symmetric trlatomic systems are examined with surface plots the
acr*pt.**M Uty -r their fits should he questioned. This is one area 
which may te readdressed'at none later point' if the heed arises.
Much of the work that has been performed in developing a fit of the 
potential surfaces of 00  ^ and He*»tMie* has been performed with the aid 
of a computer, "hr program that does this work is entitled LNMOINFIT 
and is thoroughly described in appendix A. It is only logical to 
attempt, to uti i:/r thin workhorse by programing the complete fitting 
proc^dur*. There ar# two difficulties to programming this procedure 
that cause ua to abort this effort. The first problem arises in the 
analysis of the residual. Our guidelines tell us that the lowest 
reni itm is the test, ..The lowest value is not necessarily surrounded by 
other residua; values that are progressively larger as the distance from 
the minimum fa increased. This Increases the difficulty in locating the 
optimum p>,‘ . i'n , if */;#* residuals defined a surface similar to a 
parirni 4 » «m.o **’inimur w ii 1 be easily m  ned. The second problem lies 
in Us* ‘>1;* h w  *r.e turfare *<, Up calculated is the only correlation 
b.'twern ill ra.-tors ?y which an acceptable fit is defined. The
fins; answer anno* te utilised o deve] )X)iru* itself. The re are no
4 oro* i u t ; ■'ns \v»*.o~*n n  ! hoj i t  ifif* i "c fi ’ ;r 
vx-31 H i  i If. i ’ ;i i id Irfc! i t . j c i f  tow v  dr *  ^
Statements I or the f i t  * i r r '  procedure. ,v 
def ine the conditions *mov  an acceptan!e f i t  
working program does net roem likely at this
. h or at infinity and the 
h h  ;ion making conditional 
have the guidelines which 
hut translating them into a 
poire
The work we have been conducting is intended to compliment that of 
Estes. He employs the variational method in developing an accurate 
solution of the :'chr6*dinger equation of a vibrating - rotating 
polyatomic molecule. The potential in the Hamiltonian is expanded in 
vibrational coordinates. The potential surface fitting we have been 
conducting is intended to solve this potential through the expansion.
III. A Theoretical Overview of the Investigation of Potential Expansion
The three normal modes - symmetric stretch, asymmetric stretch, and 
bending - are the vibrational coordinates of the potential. The form of 
the expanded potential is shown In eq. (2) , There is an obvious and 
compromising problem in this potential expansion. The behavior of the 
surface beyond the immediate area of interest is not acceptable by the 
standards set forth previously. The order of the expansion and the 
magnitude of the eigenvalues, will dictate the actual behavior. 
But we cannot in general expect acceptable surface behavior from this 
expression.
To correct this problem and 3tili employ the same format of potential 
expansion is the next objective. For this we will substitute a function 
of the normal mode for each normal mode. The next question is what 
functions shall we use. This will be decided upon their ability to 
behave in the manner outlined for the surf are. This is to produce an
accurate potential well in the area of interest while insuring that it 
is the only well in the potential surface. The substitutions chosen 
are:
-7-
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s (3)
tarih h
"b
xa
tanh
a (r0
where s, b, and a are the coefficients that are varied to maximize the 
fit.
rt in cany to nee that these functions suit the conditions for surface 
behavior we have outlined* An examination of figures A and B shows the 
behavior of the hyperbolic tangent and the morse fund ton respectively. 
The morse function wan chosen solely for the symmetric stretch because 
of the nature of the symmetric stretch. The symmetric stretch mode Is 
conceotuallzed to become increasingly more resistant to increasing
compression, whereas the stretch decreases in its resistance as it is 
increasingly stretched. Conversely the hyperbolic tangent mimics the
behavior of both the asymmetric stretch mode and the bending mode.
Dr. Estes has deveioped programs which will analytically integrate the 
potential in the form of a polynomial expansion. It would reduce our 
work load if we expressed the functions of the normal modes as 
poLynom;al expansions. It is important to note at this time another 
guideline that determines what surface fit is acceptable. Since the 
expansions are being Integrated analytically, we need the expansions to 
converge. This restricts us to using coefficients in the normal mode
tanh u
u -ue - e
u -u e ♦ e
Figure A
1
Figure B
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functions that are not less than one* If they are less than one, the
expansion will get very large rapidly as the order of the expansion is
increased. Once we have an acceptable fit, we may utilize the 
analytical integration programs.
This program exposed our first major problem. The original program with 
eight terms did not converge, Our assumption was that the more terms we 
added to the expression, the closer we would get to convergence* The 
opposite occurred. As we added more and more terms, the values became 
worse and worse. This was such an unexpected problem there had to be a 
simple reason for its occurance. Initially, we expected to find an 
error in the programming. But the mistake was found in the work which 
was the basis for the program. The polynomial expansion of the 
hyperbolic tangent is;
tanh u s u
3 5 7u 2\r 17uf
r  + T T - I T T  + ••• (6 )
with the condition
u2 < Jtt2
We use values outside this range, so of course, the expansion will not 
converge. This simple mistake is inexcusable, but readily explainable. 
Since the calculation was computerized, we took advantage of intrinsic 
functions of the system. The system had no hyperbolic tangent function, 
but it did have hyperbolic sine and hyperbolic cosine functions. These 
were divided in a subroutine to calculate the hyperbolic tangent* The 
polynomial expansions of the hyperbolic sine and hyperbolic cosine 
functions are;
11
sinh u s
cosh u =
eu - e"u u u3 u5 (7)
— 5----  8 * 3T + sr ♦ . . *
U - Ue + e 1 u2 u* (8 )2 * 3! * 7T ♦ • • •
restricting the usable values for either o
expansions. We erred when we looked at these functions for the 
calculation and neglected to examine the restriction on hyperbolic 
tangent•
Wow the intergrals will be determined by a numerical method. Returning 
to a point just discussed, this new method relieves us of the condition 
restricting the coeff'cients )f the normal mode functions. Previously 
we kept the coefficients greater than one to insure the polynomial 
expansion would converge. Now that the potential is not being used in 
an analytical approach, there is no question of convergence.
IV. A Refinement of the Fitting Procedure and its Application to an 
Asymmetric Triatomic System
The question of developing an acceptable fit of a potential surface has 
been addressed previously. Here we shall reevaluate the conclusions 
reached at that point while considering the present rase of the 
asymmetric triatomic molecule of HCN.
The considerations in determining an acceptable fit were outlined to be 
the residual, a single well in the area of interest, and the magnitude 
of the coefficients of the normal mode functions. Of these 
considerations, we have since removed the need to have the magnitude of 
the coefficients greater than one. This restriction was Important when 
we wanted to have the polynomial expansion converge so the integrals 
could be approached analytically. Now that the mistake in our Initial 
assumption has been rectified and we are using numerical integration, 
this constraint is unnecessary.
The consideration that the lowest residual indicates the best fit in the 
area of interest is also correct with asymmetric triatomics. Now we 
begin to question what values of potential at infinity give us an 
accurate description of this system. For the ease of visualizing what 
is happening, let us examine the normal modes. In Table One we show 
whether we expect the behavior of the potential at positive infinity and 
negative infinity of a normal mode to have similar values by denoting 
"equal'* (or dissimilar values by denoting "different") for symmetric and 
asymmetric linear triatomics. This shows us which infinity values
12-
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should be considered to let us take full advantage of this method for 
verifying an acceptable fit. Besides the values on the normal mode 
axis, we can calculate the potential at infinity along lines between the 
axis by combining the different functions.
TABLE ONE
Normal Mode 
Symmetric stretch 
Asymmetric stretch 
Bending
Symmetric
different
equal
equal
Asymmetric
different
different
equal
Now let us direct our attention toward an examination of the surface fit
of the asymmetric triatomic molecule HCN. The set of data points used
in this investigation were developed by Dykstra with the self-consistent
field method, The difference in potential from the highest calculated
point to the well minimum for the HCN data set is 0.07 Hartrees. So an
-7acceptable fit for HCN must have a residual nc greater than 10 and the 
plot of the surface may only cross the relative potential of 0.07 
Hartrees once in every direction from the equilibrium potential. The
final examination of the surface is conducted through plotting sections 
of the surface.
Plotting is a very effective tool in determining the behavior of the 
surface fit. The inspection of the residual and the potential values at 
infinity are an examination of a very small area of the surface. In one 
case for HCN, the residual and values at infinity indicated an 
acceptable fit had been constructed, but the ensuing plots exposed 
unacceptable surface behavior. This exemplifies how surface behavior 
seen by two methods as acceptable can be proved unacceptable by the third
method. The possibility of these problems necessitates these
verification methods.
At this point we attack this problem by trying to find other
i
combinations of the coefficients which can nroduce an acceptable fit. As 
much as we tried, an acceptable fit eluded our grasp. The main problem 
as shown by surface plots was that a second well was present In the 
negative symmetric stretch region. The well was deepest when there was 
no contribution from either of the other normal modes. We conceptualise 
the problem as an effect from tne morse function used to represent the 
symmetric stretch, and the power of the expansion and its eigenvalues. 
We see that the data points begin to force the negative side of the 
function up away from negative infinity, but not enough to stop it from 
eventually going to negative infinity. One rationalization is that the 
data does not extend very far out from the origin and hence cannot apply 
enough force on the function to make it behave.
To correct this problem, we will employ extra data points outsiie til# 
area of interest. We will determine where the surface of the well 
should continue so the conditions of behavior ore satisfied. Then we 
will add a data point there to help force the surface into that area. 
This process of adding data points is one of trial and error. We must 
be careful with this process necause points added at an awkward position 
can ruin the fit in the area of interest. This is easily observed by 
examining the changes in the residual when varying the point that is 
added. Considerations that are Important for adding points are: 1 ) to
not add them in the immediate vicinity of the calculated data points?
and 2) to not add them a great distance from the area of Interest. The
15
first note reminds us that we have already have points in that area and
still have a behavior problem. The second note cautions us from making
things more complicated. first we do not -want to leave too much room
for a second or third well to form - that is the problem we are trying 
»
tc aleviate. Second, the further away the point is placed, rhe softer 
the effect of adding a point becomes, Thi3 is especially true when 
dealing with what we expect to be a steep slope in the negative 
symmetric stretch. If we make the effect of adding a point strong, it 
will more effectively serve its intended purpose and make it easier to 
decide on lla best placement.
The added point can affect a considerable portion of the surface. Hence 
after adding a point the coefficients of the normal mode equation must 
be varied to redetermine the best fit. After plotting the new fit the 
whole process nay have to be repeated several times. Figure C is a 
resulting plot of one of these intermediate processes. The final fit of 
HCN required the addition of four data points. The plots of the 
potential versus each of the normal modes art shown in Figures D, E» and 
F.
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Figure d  A plot of the potential versus the symmetric stretch normal 
mode which shows unacceptable surface behavior. The 
potential is given as the difference between the point 
plotted and the equilibrium potential.
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Figure Di A plot of the potential versus the symmetric stretch normal 
mode which shows acceptable surface behavior. The potential 
is given as the difference between the point plotted and the 
equilibrium potential.
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Figure E: A plot of the potential versus the asymmetric stretch normal
mode which shows acceptable surface behavior. The potential is 
given as the difference between the point plotted and the 
equilibrium potential.
.siiiyaAi
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Figure F: A plot of the potential versus the bending normal mode which
shows acceptable surface behavior. The potential is given as 
the difference between the point plotted and the equilibrium 
potential.
V.
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An Overview of the Plotting Method Used in the Fitting Procedure
The behavior of the potential surface is an extremely important 
consideration in determining if the fit of the normal mode functions is
i
acceptable. The information from the fit will be used to determine the 
energy levels and the wavefunctions within the area of interest in the 
potential well. The variational method used will not distinguish 
between the wavefunctions of different wells if the energy levels are in 
the same region. Plotting the surface will show us if this problem will 
arise in the systems we investigate.
The difficulty found in plotting the potential surface in this fit is 
that the surface is four dimensional. There are three normal modes and 
the potential, each of which represent a dimension of the system. Since 
there is no way to physically visualize four dimensions, we must outline 
the constraints of the plotting method. A three dimensional perspective 
has been removed from the list of possible plotting methods because of 
its complex nature. Of the remaining plotting choicest a two 
dimensional x»y plot was chosen. The other choice, a contour plot, 
might be useful as a supplemental method for verifying a fit as 
acceptable.
Now that we have confined ourselves to an x-y plot we should define its 
axis. Our plotting convention will be the potential on the y axis 
versus some combination of the normal modes no the x axis. This is 
chosen for several reasons! 1} the potential value is needed to decide 
if a fit is acceptable} 2 ) we can conceptualize the x axis as a line in
21
the three dimensional space of the normal modes; and 3) we have no 
reason ir our investigation to see the relationships between the normal 
modes.
It is obvious that we cannot plot and examine the entire potential
surface with two dimensional slices. To investigate the surface 
thoroughly we must graph a representative group of these planer slices. 
The degree of thoroughness that one requires dictates the number of 
planes and their orientation. We have developed a general method for 
defining the planes which are plotted. We do this by labelling it with 
two lines within the three dimensional normal mode space. This is 
representated in Figure G. The first line is chosen to be one of the 
normal mode axis. The second line is chosen by defining its or and
/fl angles. Angle oc lies within a plane defined by two normal mode 
axis. And angel 0  is oriented perpendicular to the oc plane. The
normal mode components of the second line of the plane to be plotted
are;
Xx
s COS A COS oc (9)
xy
s cos A sin oc (10)
XZ
s sin A (11)
The plane to be plotted will have an X axis which will be a combination
of the normal modes. This combination is defined by eqs. (9), (10), and 
(11). The program used to create these plots is entitled BLD and is 
thoroughly discussed in Appendix B.
22
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VI. Conclusion
The objective of this work has been to develop an understanding of the 
process for fitting a potential surface and the factors which influence 
s surface fit in a given system. The surface is conceptually separated 
into two areas to facilitate an analysis of the acceptability of the 
fit.
The first area is the immediate vicinity of the data points calculated 
around the minimum of the potential well. Here the acceptability is 
determined by the magnitude of the residual. For each case - C0-,c
He-H-He* and HCN - the residual cannot be greater than 10~# and still 
have an acceptable fit. The second area is everywhere outside the 
vicinity of the calculated points. This area was examined in two ways. 
One v/as by inspection of the potential at several infinity values. The 
other was an inspection of representative plots of the surface. These 
two methods were used to verify that the potential surface passed the 
critical potential value only once in every direction from the potential 
minimum.
The main finding of this work is that a straightforward fit of the 
potential behaves well from the potential minimum to the highest energy 
levels of interest. This, however, can and usually does produce a 
surface which behaves in an unphysical manner outside this area of 
interest. This makes the fit useless for variational calculations. 
This unacceptable behavior can be identified from plots of the 
potential. We have determined a technique for adjusting the behavior 
of the surface outside the region of interest. This is accomplished by
23
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adding fictitious points in that region. The programs employed for 
these studies are discussed in the appendlcies.
APFKMDIX A
An valuation of LNMC'I IF IT
-he program LNMOIMFIT is designed to de*ermine how i
dercribe a potential surface. A small ar^a or the ■ joi : 
a set of points previously calculated. The equations
set of equations will 
ace must be defined bv 
are functions of the
normal modes as described bv eqs. n). and (5). This program works with
symmetric and asymmetric 1 inear triatomic It is written in FORTRAN. The
program was created by Dr. fee re at in 1081, but has since teen modified. At 
the end of this appendix is a partial listing of LNMOINFIT - both the program 
and its command program. The different aspects of this program have been 
discussed through the text of tb- paper. It is now important to specifically 
address the program and its operation. ’NOTE: l) line numbers refer to the 
righthand column of number in Table Three; 2) material printed by the computer 
will be enclosed by ” "? and 3) material typed by the user will be enclosed by
i •.]
The program is initialized by invoking the run command; indicating the program 
and the file of the potential points for the triatomic of interest. For 
example, to run the program for HCN, I would enter ’?LNM0INFIT RTsHCNACDR* 
(RT;, indicates in which directory HCNACDR is located). When the run is 
completed, the resulting data is printed at the line printer and then deleted 
from the user's directory. The resulting data file for an acceptable surface 
fit l needed to operate subsequent programs. To have the data stored on 
disc, a file must be named for where it wUi ne stored. The run command 
needed to accomplish this would appear as, 1@LNMOINFIT RT:HCNACDR LNMODAT*. 
The resulting data is now not only printed at the line printer, but is also
-25-
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stored on disc in the file LNMODAT. This briefly explains the command prograw 
(see Table Two).
Now let us discuss the program run - everything between the run command ana 
the final printout. Once the program is initialized it will ask, "HOW TS MEG* 
INF. TO BE SET?” (see line 7 M . This is asked in reference to the procedure 
for correcting unacceptable surface behavior with added data points. When 
adding data points special consideration is involved with the symmetric 
stretch mode. The hyperbolic tangent function reaches 99% of it3 limit fairly 
quickly. How quickly depends on the constants used in the function. If in 
eq. (A) b s 1 , it is reached within three units of its origin in both the 
positive and negative directions. This function is used with both the 
asymmetric stretch and bending mode equations. The morse function, employed 
for symmetric stretch mode equation, reaches 99% of its limit in the positive 
direction within five units of the origin, if in eq. (3) s = 1 . On the other 
hand, it has no limit in the negative direction. So for all infinity values, 
except those with a contribution from the negative symmetric stretch, data 
points can be added at infinity and effectively perform. But at negative
infinity on the symmetric stretch the potential should be infinite. For an 
added data point to be effective along this mode it must be added near the
calculated data points. "HOW IS NEG. INF. TO BE SET?” is asking exactly where 
it will be set cn the negative side of the symmetric stretch axis. The value
entered is the power which two will be raised so as to set where along the
axis the point would be added. This is also where the potential value at 
negative infinity is actually calculated. This value cannot be changed luring
a run.
2?
The next prompt of the program ir "ORDER” (see line 82). Here the program 
sets the order to which the normal mode functions will be expanded. This i3 
the order of the potential expansion given by eq. (2). This is the only other 
input which cannot be redefined during a run.
Mow the program prints ”SC,BC,AC” (see line 109). It is prompting for the 
coefficients of the normal mode functions given in eq. (3) as s, in eq. (4) as 
b and in eq. (5) as a. These coefficients will be varied to minimize the 
error in the fit. Certain inputs for SC cause the program to go to areas 
other than the section for the fitting calculations. A value of zero causes 
*he program to stop. A negative vaiue sends you to the option section. The 
option section (begins at line 335) will be explained later. In short, it 
allows data to be examined during a run and allows for the addition and/or 
removal of extra data points.
After the coefficients of the normal mode functions are entered, the functions 
are fitted to the data points. The residual of the fit is then calculated 
(see lines 270 to 292). Next, the potential at infinity for the various
combinations of the normal mode functions is calculated (see lines 293 to 
327). By nesting three loops we systematically check these combinations of 
the normal modes. These are on the axis and lines that bisect the different 
combination of the axis. The residual and infinity values are then printed in 
o crude tabular form. The coefficients of the functions which were used to 
calculate a given vaiue constitute the label directly above that value. The 
table is akward to use, but simplicity in programming requires this format. 
The sign of each component used to calculate each value is easily determined 
with the following guidelines. We know that b is never negative (see Table 
One). The sign of a is never printed. In row one a is always negative and in
row three a is always positive. The sign of the full tern is printed unless 
there is no s terra. In these cases the males for a are ir effect. For 
example, no sign in front of the term abs in row one indicates that s is 
negative. Though difficult to use, initially the table’s compact nature is
thoroughly appreciated when a CRT terminal is used. Once this table has been
printed the program returns to the prompt "SC,DC,AC". In this way the
coefficients s, b, and a can be varied to maximize the fit. This briefly
describes the area of the program that fits the potential surface.
Here we discuss the option section (see lines 335 to 425). For the first
option, the program inquires "DO YOU WANT THE MATRIX PRINTED? TYPE T OR F" 
(see line 339). This is the matrix of eigenvalues generated by the solution 
of the potential expansion given by eq. (2). The next option asks MD0 YOU
WANT THE POTENTIAL DATA PRINTED? (T OR F)" (see line 348). A 'T» response has 
the data points used in the fitting process printed, along with the residual 
of each point, at the user’s terminal. The third option inquires "DO YOU WANT 
TO ADD A DATA POINT? (T OR F)” (see line 355). If answered affirmatively, 
two associated questions follow. They are "HOW MANY POINTS DO YOU WANT TO 
ADD?” (see line 358) and "WHAT IS THE # OF THE POINT ARRAY & ITS VALUE?" (see 
line 361). The number of the point array refers to which combination of 
normal mode functions will describe the line on which the added point will be 
located. This combination is denoted by the numerical position of its label 
in the table of infinity values. The table is numbered from left to right, 
row by row, from one to seventeen. If data points are added to the program, 
it immediately returns to the prompt for "SC,BC,AC" so the surface may be 
refitted. The next option inquires "DO YOU WANT TO REMOVE DATA POINTS? (T OR 
F)" (see line 376). As does the prior option it asks two associated
questions: 1) "HOW MANY POINTS DO YOU WANT REMOVED?" (see line 382) and 2)
"WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF THE POINT ARRAY?" (see line 386). If data points are 
r oved from the program, it immediately returns to the prompt for "SC,BC,AC" 
so the surface may be refitted. The fifth and final option asks "DO YOU WANT
TO STAY IN THE PROGRAM? !T OR FI" (see line 405!.
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APPENDIX B
An Evaluation of PLT and BLD
'no the command program of the program BID. PLD generates on
.^av h da* a wnich Is utilized by the NCAR plotting package on VAX. This 
array , > ger.a a^t->a with calculations oac^d on the data produced by LNNOINFIT, 
BLD uses the coefficients o*' the normal mode functions and the eigenvalues or 
the potential expansion- to calculate the points on a chosen segment of the 
surface. The programs are written in FORTH All. At the end of this appendix 
are Listings of both PLT and BLD in Table cour and Table Five respectively. 
The different aspects of the programs have been discussed through the text of 
the paper. It is now important to specifically address the programs and their 
opera* ion.
The program is initialised by enter*wg t#PL/TV A data file, generated by 
LUMOIHFT?, witu the mire :.NMODA? mist in the user's directory for
the program to run. The command program m m  prints "C?". It waits for the 
user to respond with tit tier *t\ wfcsch initialises BLD, or *E', which causes 
the program to terminate. This briefly explains the operation of the command 
program.
Now let us discuss BLD (line numbers in this appendix refer to the righthand 
column of numbers in Table Five). Once PLT initializes BLD, the program 
inquires "WHAT IS THE ETA ARRAY. YOU WOULD LIKE TO PLOT?** (see line 17). This 
refers to the weighted combination of the normal mode functions which define 
the plane to be plotted. Refer to the section on slotting where eqs. (9)# 
(10), and (11) are discussed. The array is entered so that the normal model
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are in the order of symmetric stretch, asymmetric stretch and bending 
respectively. A value must be entered for each mode, even if it is zero. The
values are then normalized (see lines 19 to 91).
The .• urram next inquires ;'or w-,t> , ?g p i 3 ’ a nd final vac>.ec; 0f the drs 1 red plot
{see l 1 nr 12 ) * T'hey are t' ■ ya! ues on toe normal mod*a axis in the eta 1array
whi ch was the f i j'vr. to -e g i 7on a non-xor0 ,nT,n, This determines heM tO
Increment the points which will be calculated for * plot . This increme-rv' 
:'sctor is then normalized. The program creaV-e* an array f the coordinates to 
be plotted* This array 2.5 uec ; in an rKlAR jbrou' • • (see ! ir,o 69) to 
generate the plot. After the p.ot is drawn, the command program returns to
f h<3 nrompt MC?H . In this /try th* r j t ;"3 f may no m o.i'i '‘d • expanded a
needed by redeflrurir. the initial and :Inal val ion.
A note to those interested in NCAR. By simply typing •NCARHELP* the system
will oegin to explain the NCAR plotting package.
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